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Abstract Observations of the diurnal cycle in tropical cyclones (TCs) systematically indicate a ∼12-hr
offset between peak rainfall rate and the maximum height of anvil clouds in the TC cloud canopy. This
phasing conflicts with archetypal models of organized deep convection, which suggest a tight coupling
between rainfall, vertical cloud growth, and anvil clouds. We show that this phasing owes to the bimodal
diurnal evolution of the transverse circulation, which peaks nocturnally from low–midlevels, and during
daytime in the upper troposphere. The bottom-heavy nocturnal circulation state is driven by latent heating
from nocturnally invigorated deep convection, while the top-heavy daytime state is the thermally direct
circulation response to strong shortwave-cloud warming in the optically thick TC cloud canopy. This
daytime upper-level circulation response manifests in a lifting of the maximum height of the TC outflow
and, in turn, a lifting and invigoration of the upper-level anvil clouds of the TC cloud canopy.

Plain Language Summary We typically expect the rainfall, deeply growing thunderstorm
clouds, and outward-spreading anvil clouds in tropical cyclones (e.g., hurricanes) to closely coincide in
time—that is, when rainfall peaks, we expect deep clouds to be vigorously growing, and anvil clouds in
the upper-level cloud canopy to be spreading outward and at their greatest height. Previous observational
studies, however, indicate that in the 24-hr diurnal cycle, anvil clouds behave distinctly from the deep
thunderstorm clouds that produce the rain: while rainfall and deep clouds peak overnight, the height and
spreading of the anvil clouds peaks during the day. This study indicates that this distinct behavior of anvil
clouds owes to the interaction between solar radiation and ice clouds. Namely, the abundant ice crystals in
anvil clouds absorb much of the incoming solar radiation, leading to strong warming there. This daytime
warming, in turn, enhances the upward motion at the height of these anvil clouds, causing the storm's
upper-level outflow to lift. The lifting of outflow promotes the anvil clouds to lift and spread. This lifting
of anvil clouds in the outflow maximizes in the early afternoon, even though rainfall is suppressed during
daylight hours.

1. Introduction
The diurnal cycle of 24-hr period is the largest mode of rainfall variability in the tropics (Kikuchi & Wang,
2008). Mounting evidence indicates that diurnal variability in clouds and convection affects weather and
climate at longer time scales through nonlinear rectification (Bergman & Salby, 1997; Cronin et al., 2015;
Ruppert, 2016; Ruppert & Johnson, 2016). Improving our understanding of this mode, and its efficacy in
climate models, should therefore improve our predictions of global climate (Dirmeyer et al., 2012; Neale &
Slingo, 2003). On subdaily time scales, the diurnal cycle yields inherent predictability that can be invaluable
in operational settings. Take the case of a strong landfalling tropical cyclone (TC), wherein extreme rainfall
is often the most catastrophic impact (e.g., Blake & Zelinsky, 2018; Hurricane Harvey, 2017): exploiting the
predictability linked to the diurnal cycle can potentially save lives and minimize economic loss. Yet doing
so requires that we properly understand and model it.

A predominant nocturnal or early-morning rainfall peak has been noted in many forms of organized deep
convection over the tropical oceans, including both TCs (Bowman & Fowler, 2015; Dunion et al., 2014) and
the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) (Ciesielski et al., 2018). The underlying cause for this noctur-
nal peak has been deliberated for several decades (Chen & Houze, 1997; Dai, 2001; Gray & Jacobson, 1977;
Kraus, 1963; Randall et al., 1991; Yang & Smith, 2006). Growing evidence points toward cloud-radiation
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interaction as the key cause. While longwave emission perpetually acts to cool cloud tops, direct shortwave
absorption warms cloud tops during daytime (Webster & Stephens, 1980). The resulting diurnal variation
of static stability suppresses convection during daytime and invigorates it overnight (Randall et al., 1991;
Xu & Randall, 1995). This effect is augmented by radiatively driven circulation changes: as low-level radia-
tive cooling nocturnally increases in the cloud-free surroundings of a large convective system, low-level
convergence into the system is enhanced (Gray & Jacobson, 1977; Nicholls, 2015; Ruppert & Hohenegger,
2018).

The nocturnal–early-morning peak in rainfall in TCs would imply that the anvil clouds comprising the
upper-level TC cloud canopy would also peak at this time. Yet satellite observations systematically indicate
an afternoon peak in the coverage and maximum height of these canopy clouds, that is, essentially in oppos-
ing phase with rainfall (Bowman & Fowler, 2015; Dunion et al., 2014; Kossin, 2002; Melhauser & Zhang,
2014; Leppert & Cecil, 2016; Wu & Ruan, 2016). This offset phasing conflicts with archetypal models of
organized deep convection, wherein rainfall, deep cumulonimbus cloud growth, and anvil cloud spreading
are tightly coupled (Mapes et al., 2006; Yuan & Houze, 2010; Zipser, 1969). Furthermore, we may naively
assume that the time-mean transverse circulation pattern—low-level inflow and upper-level outflow—is
nocturnally amplified in connection with rainfall. The afternoon peak of anvil clouds, however, implies a
more complex diurnal evolution. Such complexity, if present, would have implications for our basic under-
standing of TCs. Furthermore, if such complexity manifests in diurnal changes to the transport of moisture
or dry air into the convective core (e.g., ventilation), this process may also have important implications for
TC prediction (Kimball, 2006; Tang & Emanuel, 2010).

The diurnal cycle of TCs is investigated here through idealized cloud-permitting numerical simulations. A
miniature ensemble is conducted wherein top-of-atmosphere (TOA) insolation either varies diurnally or is
fixed at its daily mean. This simulation set enables us to assess the nonlinear impact of the diurnal cycle on
the timing of tropical cyclogenesis. While prior studies have examined the distinct effects of including or
excluding shortwave heating on TCs (e.g., Melhauser & Zhang, 2014; Tang & Zhang, 2016), no study allowing
spontaneous cyclogenesis has performed tests with constant mean TOA insolation as a control. A simulation
with diurnally varying radiation is then examined in detail to investigate the response of the transverse or
secondary circulation to diurnally varying radiative-cloud warming. We show that understanding the para-
doxical diurnal behavior of TC canopy clouds (or anvil clouds), as described above, requires understanding
the circulation response to upper-level shortwave-cloud warming.

2. Study Methods
An idealized modeling approach is taken here to isolate processes of interest. We conduct cloud-permitting
simulations in the rotating radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) framework using an f -plane correspond-
ing to 20◦ N, similar to many prior studies (e.g., Davis, 2015; Khairoutdinov & Emanuel, 2013; Nolan et al.,
2007; O'Neill et al., 2017; Wing et al., 2016). In this framework, no background wind or initial disturbance
is imposed, and cyclogenesis occurs spontaneously through convective self-aggregation (Bretherton et al.,
2005): initially randomly distributed deep-convective elements cluster as a cyclone forms and intensifies,
due to a concert of feedbacks between clouds, circulation, surface fluxes, and longwave radiation (Wing
et al., 2016).

The RCE simulations are conducted using the large-eddy model framework of the icosahedral nonhy-
drostatic model (ICON-LEM) (Dipankar et al., 2015), which employs a Smagorinsky-type turbulence
parameterization. ICON-LEM was employed similarly in nonrotating RCE by Ruppert and Hohenegger
(2018). The horizontal domain is a doubly periodic 2,000× 2,000-km grid discretized using a Delauney mesh
of triangular cells of edge-length 3 km (Cartesian-equivalent grid spacing of ∼2 km). A stretched vertical
grid of 75 levels is employed, with spacing of 50 m near the surface and 500 m near model top at 27 km,
and a sponge layer from 19 km and up to absorb gravity waves. The spacing of ∼400 m in the upper tro-
posphere is inadequate to resolve thin (e.g., cirrus) clouds, although it is adequate for resolving thick (i.e.,
optically thick) anvil clouds. The physics parameterizations include a two-moment microphysics scheme
(Seifert & Beheng, 2006), fully interactive Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) radiation (Clough et al.,
2005; Iacono et al., 2008; Mlawer et al., 1997), and interactive surface fluxes. Sea surface temperature is fixed
to 301 K. Radiation is calculated every 300 s, with diurnally varying, horizontally invariant zenith angle cor-
responding to equinox at 19.45◦ N. Although insolation is fixed implying a fixed Julian day, the diurnal cycle
is likely amplified or suppressed under summertime or wintertime insolation.
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Figure 1. Time series for each of the simulations, filtered (red and blue) using 3-day boxcar smoothing, with
(a) maximum wind speed at the lowest model level (25 m), (b) minimum surface pressure, (c) domain-mean rainfall,
and (d) 24-hr standard deviation of rainfall. The unfiltered time series for R1-NDC (gray) and R1-DC (black) are shown
(a–c) as examples of the full spectrum of variability.

A miniature ensemble is conducted to assess the impact of diurnal forcing relative to stochasticity: four sim-
ulations where TOA insolation varies diurnally (R*-DC, where the asterisk stands in for 1–4), and four with
TOA insolation fixed to the daily mean (R*-NDC). Each simulation is initialized from the same homoge-
neous RCE initial state: the time- and domain-averaged state from 70–90 days of a simulation conducted
using the above-described physics but on a small domain of 100 × 100 km, wherein aggregation does not
occur. Random noise of ≤ |0.3| K and ≤ |0.1| m/s is added to the initial virtual temperature and vertical
motion w fields in the lowest three model levels of each simulation to initiate convection, with the noise
changed for each set R* (similar to Wing et al., 2016). Two additional experiments were conducted to assess
the impact of domain size on the results: R1-1500 and R1-2500, which are identical to R1-DC except with
model domains of 1,500- and 2,500-km edge length. All analysis is conducted using hourly model output.
With the exception of the time series in Figure 1, all variables are azimuthally averaged to examine the bulk,
axisymmetric properties of the diurnal cycle.

3. Results
3.1. Simulation Overview
The evolution of each simulation is presented through basic measures of storm intensity in Figure 1, filtered
to exemplify day-to-day changes. (A three-dimensional depiction of this evolution is exemplified through
maps of column water vapor and ice water path (IWP), provided for R1-DC in supporting information Figure
S1.) Cyclogenesis is indicated by the sudden steep increase in wind speed and decrease in pressure, begin-
ning no sooner than 20 days (Figures 1a and 1b). Each simulation is characterized by coinciding maxima
in wind speed and rainfall and minima in pressure after a primary period of TC intensification, followed by
slight reductions in intensity by these measures (Figure 1a–1c). The simulations then approach pressure and
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Figure 2. Diurnal cycle in the 35–60-day composite of the simulation R1-DC. (a) Azimuthally averaged cross sections
for (left) 03 and (right) 14 L: (upper) radiative heating QR (shading; K/day), specific cloud liquid + ice content qt
(magenta contours; mg/kg), and streamfunction 𝜓 (black contours; 108 kg/s); and (lower) precipitation total (solid;
mm/hr) and percentage of the daily maximum (dashed). (b) Q′

R (daily mean removed; shading) and vertical motion w′

(daily mean removed; contours; mm/s) averaged over radii 100–300 km. (c) Time series of (upper) cloud LWP and
(center) cloud IWP (daily means removed), (lower) w′ at (dashed) 5 and (solid) 13 km in the vertical, and error bars
(vertical lines at right ordinate) averaged over 100–300 km. (c) includes simulations R1-DC (black), 1500KM (blue),
and 2500KM (red). LWP = liquid water path; IWP = ice water path.

wind values of 980 hPa and ∼50 m/s (category 3 on the Saffir-Simpson scale). Such wind speeds typically
correspond to storms of 960-hPa minimum pressure in nature (Chavas et al., 2017). We do not understand
the origin of this discrepancy. Nevertheless, the diurnal cycle in these simulations is highly consistent with
TCs in nature, as described in the next section.

While each simulation eventually approaches similar equilibrium values of wind speed and pressure (by
50 days), there is a large range of ∼21 days between the earliest and latest day of genesis (e.g., R1-NDC and
R4-DC). The spread among simulations is bimodal, with genesis between 25 and 30 d in eight simulations
and around 44 d in the remaining two. Surprisingly, the varied initial conditions appear to explain these
differences, while including or excluding the diurnal variation of insolation does not bias the four-member
spread. Therefore, the impact of the diurnal cycle on the timing of tropical cyclogenesis is negligible in this
simulation set. Next, we study one of the diurnally varying simulations to investigate the nature of diurnal
cloud-radiation interaction and its influence on circulation in a mature TC.

3.2. The Diurnal Cycle
The unfiltered hourly time series for R1-NDC and R1-DC exemplify the full spectrum of variability in the
simulated TCs (Figures 1a–1c). Only rainfall exhibits a clear, pronounced diurnal cycle among these vari-
ables. The diurnal amplitude is approximately 25% of the (postgenesis) mean rain rate, with a range of
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∼2 mm/day. While rainfall in R1-NDC exhibits high-frequency variability, which amplifies after TC intensi-
fication, this variability is far weaker than the diurnal cycle in R1-DC. The same can be said for each of the
four simulation sets, as demonstrated by 24-hr standard deviation (Figure 1d). This implies that the diurnal
cycle can be readily examined through time compositing without filtering.

The remainder of the analysis focuses on the diurnal cycle in the representative simulation R1-DC. The
period from 35–60 days covers the quasi-steady state period of the TC following primary intensification.
Diurnal composites are generated by time-averaging over this 25-day period as a function of local solar time
(L). Different time subsets were also examined, with qualitatively similar results (not shown).

Azimuthally averaged cross sections of mass streamfunction, 𝜓 exemplify the two distinct transverse cir-
culation states of night and day (Figure 2a). (See also 24-hr composite animation provided as supporting
information Movie S1.) While the strong, deep ascending motion within the sloped eyewall persists through
the diurnal cycle, the circulation beyond the eyewall exhibits pronounced diurnal changes. The nocturnal
flow at 03 L exhibits a bottom-heavy shape, with enhanced inflow in the lowest 3 km, low–midlevel ascend-
ing motion at radii ∼100–300 km, and a secondary outflow (secondary to that of the upper troposphere)
from around 4–8 km vertically, which descends with increasing radius. The circulation state at 14 L is char-
acterized by greatly reduced inflow in the lower free troposphere and an inflow in place of the nighttime
midlevel outflow. The diurnal anomalies of radial wind associated with these inflow-outflow reversals are
∼4 m/s (not shown). The daytime midlevel inflow and the upper-tropospheric outflow comprise an appar-
ent instantaneous circulation cell (i.e., from ∼5–13 km), although it is unlikely that a parcel completes a
full circuit before the circulation phase changes to the nighttime state. The subsiding branch of this daytime
upper-level cell is beyond a radius of 500 km, while at 03 L, upper-level subsidence begins around 400 km.
Qualitatively similar diurnal circulation changes were found in organized deep convection in nonrotating
RCE by Ruppert and Hohenegger (2018) and in axisymmetric TC simulations by Navarro and Hakim (2016).

The very bottom-heavy shape of the nighttime circulation state, with enhanced outflow at midlevels, is asso-
ciated with enhanced column-integrated import of water vapor (or air of high moist static energy) into the
storm core. This is consistent with enhanced deep convection and rainfall (Figure 2a; cf. also Figure 3d). The
midlevel inflow at 14 L, in contrast, drives greater import of dry air (low moist static energy), suppressed
convection, and a greater proportion of stratiform rainfall (Houze, 1997; Zipser, 1977). The diurnal variation
of column-integrated moisture convergence in the storm core (radii from 100–300 km) supports these infer-
ences (not shown). This diurnal cycle indicates that the TC is diurnally most susceptible to the detrimental
effects of dry-air entrainment, or ventilation, around midday–afternoon (Kimball, 2006; Tang & Emanuel,
2010).

The diurnal evolution of circulation is depicted in Figure 2b through a time-height series of w′ (w with
the daily mean removed), averaged over 100–300 km. This radial range captures nearly the entire radial
region characterized by mean upward motion and is henceforth referred to simply as the TC inner core
(Figure 2a; results are qualitatively insensitive to modest changes in the bounds of this range). Two distinct
diurnal peaks are apparent, which are of the same order of those described by Navarro and Hakim (2016)
and Ruppert and Hohenegger (2018): a nocturnal peak centered at ∼5 km vertically and an early-afternoon
peak centered at ∼13 km. These peaks correspond to the bottom-heavy nighttime and top-heavy daytime 𝜓
regimes in Figure 2a. The nighttime peak extends from the boundary layer to ∼8 km, reflecting enhanced
deep convection during this time period. The magnitude decrease of w′ with height from 5–8 km indicates
enhanced divergence in this layer, consistent with the midlevel outflow apparent in 𝜓 at 03 L (Figure 2a).

The early-afternoon w′ maximum is situated at the very top of the primary outflow (∼13 km; Figures 2a and
2b). Since this w′ signal is of the same sign as time-mean vertical motion in this region, this maximum may
be interpreted as a lifting of the top of the secondary circulation or the outflow. Comparison of the height of
the uppermost 𝜓 contours between 03 and 14 L corroborates this argument and, furthermore, indicates that
this circulation lifting extends out to at least 600 km in radius. This upper-level w′ maximum is characterized
by a distinct outward radial progression with time in the afternoon, as is explored in detail later.

The nighttime circulation state is associated with a pronounced upper-level peak in radiative cooling
(QR < 0) of −10 K/day in the TC inner core (Figure 2a). This cooling owes to the pronounced upward
longwave emission from ice clouds in the cloud canopy, which are optically opaque in the presence of such
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Figure 3. Time-radius sections of (a) cloud top height (km; the height at
which qt crosses the threshold 1 mg/kg); (b) virtual potential temperature
departure from the daily and radial composite mean 𝜃′v (10−1 K) and 𝜓 at
13 km (contours; 108 kg/s); (c) QR at 13 km (daily mean removed; K/day);
and (d) rainfall as percent of daily mean. The sloped lines in the legend of
(a) indicate phase speeds of 6, 10, and 15 m/s.

vigorous convection (Webster & Stephens, 1980). During daytime, warm-
ing due to shortwave absorption nearly perfectly offsets longwave cooling
in most places. The important exception is the high, thick anvil clouds
of the TC inner core, where direct shortwave absorption causes net QR
warming of ∼4 K/day slightly beneath the level of maximum nocturnal
cooling (the decomposition of QR into longwave and shortwave at 12 L is
provided as Figure S1). The diurnal-anomaly signal Q′

R averaged within
the TC inner core further emphasizes the very top-heavy nature of this
diurnal heating/cooling cycle (Figure 2b). These QR patterns are consis-
tent with the signatures of thick anvils previously reported (Powell et al.,
2012; Webster & Stephens, 1980).

The top-heavy diurnal radiative heating-cooling cycle described above
induces a top-heavy variation in temperature of O(1 K) in the TC inner
core (e.g., Figure 7 of Navarro & Hakim, 2016 and Figure 4 of Ruppert &
Hohenegger, 2018). The resulting change in static stability or lapse rate
is the primary driver of the nocturnal invigoration of deep convection
and rainfall (Liu & Moncrieff, 1998; Ruppert & Hohenegger, 2018; Xu &
Randall, 1995). An additional process that augments this nocturnal invig-
oration is the differential radiative cooling between the TC inner core
and surrounding environment, which promotes low-level convergence
into the inner core at night (Gray & Jacobson, 1977; Nicholls, 2015; Rup-
pert & Hohenegger, 2018). The increase of convection and latent heating
due to these combined processes explains the nocturnal enhancement
of circulation in the low–midtroposphere to first order (Figures 2a and
2b; Navarro et al., 2017) and is extremely similar to the diurnal circu-
lation variation of a nonrotating patch of deep convection (Ruppert &
Hohenegger, 2018).

While the daytime increase of static stability caused by the strong
upper-level shortwave warming stifles deep convection and rainfall dur-
ing the daytime, the early-afternoon w′ maximum in the upper tropo-
sphere can be interpreted as the thermally direct circulation response to
this upper-level maximum in heating (Figures 2a and 2b). This warm-
ing maximizes in the TC inner core, where cloud optical thickness is the
greatest. In a nonrotating framework, Ruppert and Hohenegger (2018)
found that removing this localized upper-level QR cycle by horizontally

homogenizing QR virtually removed the upper-level transverse circulation response. Furthermore, Navarro
et al. (2017) found that in an axisymmetric framework, the transverse circulation in the TC inner core
adjusts rapidly to maintain first-order balance with a diurnally varying (unrectified sinusoidal) heat source.
If instantaneous balance is assumed, then the response of w′ to a change in Q′

R can be approximated from
w′ = Q′

R(ds∕dz)−1, where s is dry static energy (assumed to be constant). Estimating w′ through this equation
for radial averages over 100–300 km yields a midday maximum of∼40 mm/s at 12 km vertically, in first-order
agreement with the w′ maximum in Figure 2b, and that estimated from theory in an axisymmetric frame-
work (30 mm/s; Navarro et al., 2017). The reason that the daytime peak in w′ is ∼1 km higher than that in
Q′

R is unknown, though we speculate that it is caused by a lower-order diurnal change in latent heating at
upper levels.

The response of clouds to the diurnal circulation change is depicted through time series of cloud liquid
water path (LWP) and cloud IWP, that is, column-integrated nonprecipitating hydrometeors (Figure 2c). The
corresponding time series of w′ at 5 and 13 km are shown for comparison, which emphasize the opposite
phasing of circulation at these levels. LWP exhibits a single nocturnal-early-morning peak (∼02–08 L), which
correlates nearly perfectly with w′ at 5 km (Pearson correlation = 0.98). LWP therefore characterizes the
behavior of the nocturnally enhanced deep convection. IWP exhibits two peaks: a nocturnal peak linked
to the nocturnal convection and an afternoon peak. This afternoon peak coincides with the peak in w′ at
13 km. This peak clearly cannot be explained by deep convection and is instead most likely caused by the
peak in w′ at 13 km caused by shortwave warming.
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To assess the robustness of these diurnal variations, the error bar for each variable is shown along the right
ordinate in Figure 2c, calculated as the temporal standard deviation from the 25-day daily-averaged time
series (i.e., prior to diurnal compositing). The diurnal cycle may be deemed statistically significant when
its range exceeds the length of the error bar. By this measure, the diurnal cycles of both LWP and w′ (at
both height levels) are significant, while that of IWP is not. The larger error bar of IWP indicates that ice
clouds are modulated by both the diurnal cycle and other (potentially stochastic) variability. Additional
simulations may nevertheless provide further aid in assessing the robustness of these variations. To this end,
the simulations R1-1500 (blue) and R1-2500 (red) are included in Figure 2c, composited for the same sample
period (cf. Figure 1). The diurnal cycle of each variable is remarkably similar in each of these simulations.
Specifically, each simulation is characterized by a composite-mean afternoon peak in IWP, which cannot
be explained by deep convection, and is therefore most likely caused by the daytime radiative heating and
subsequent increase in w′ at 13 km.

Cloud top height is shown as a function of time and radius in Figures 3a and 3b to more clearly depict
the transient nature of the daytime upper-level circulation signature and its manifestation in the TC cloud
canopy. Cloud top height generally decreases from ∼16 to ≤13 km from radii of 100–600 km (Figure 2a).
A pronounced signal embedded within this mean pattern is a daytime expansion of high clouds: namely,
clouds of ∼14–15-km height begin extending outward from the TC inner core shortly after 09 L. This expan-
sion continues into progressively lower background cloud heights, reaching 600 km radially by ∼19 L. This
expansion is consistent in timing with the diurnal variation of canopy clouds in mature Atlantic hurricanes
as seen in satellite measurements of infrared brightness temperature (Dunion et al., 2014).

The lifting of the circulation top exhibits a very similar outward radial progression, as indicated by increased
values of 𝜓 at 13 km (Figure 3b). The magnitude of the 𝜓 change is the greatest from radii of ∼300–700 km.
The lifting of cloud top heights begins at virtually the same time as this increase 𝜓 , that is, mid–late morn-
ing. Rainfall is diurnally suppressed at all radii throughout this period (Figure 3d), reaffirming the distinct
behavior of boundary-layer rooted deep convection and the clouds and circulation at upper levels.

The beginning of this transient radial feature closely coincides with the onset of daytime radiative warm-
ing of the cloud canopy, as demonstrated by Q′

R at 13 km (Figure 3c). The buoyancy production caused by
this radiative warming is illustrated through eddy virtual potential temperature 𝜃′v at 13 km (Figure 3b),
calculated by subtracting the diurnal and radial average from the diurnal composite. 𝜃′v increases most dra-
matically between ∼07 and 11 L and from ∼100–300 km, that is, where the Q′

R signal is the greatest. While
the diurnal signal in Q′

R weakens greatly beyond 300 km due to the decrease of cloud ice content (Figure 2a),
the signal in 𝜃′v extends far beyond this radius.

Prior studies have shown that the circulation maintains approximate balance with the diurnal heat source
at the innermost radii, where inertial stability is high, while inertia-gravity waves (IGWs) are excited at
greater radii (Navarro & Hakim, 2016; Navarro et al., 2017; O'Neill et al., 2017). The threshold between these
regimes is at ∼200 km in the upper troposphere, sloping outward to >300 km in the lower troposphere
(Navarro et al., 2017; O'Neill et al., 2017). The outward radial progression from ∼200 km apparent in cloud
top height, 𝜓 , and 𝜃′v manifests at a rate of ∼10–15 m/s in Figures 3a and 3b. The radial outflow at this level
is ∼4–6 m/s, and so advection cannot explain this outward progression. It is therefore likely explained by the
IGW response to the diurnal heating. More specifically, Evans and Nolan (2018) showed that the radiative
heating of the TC cloud canopy forces the IGW response, since it heats the TC at radii outside of the balanced
regime of the TC, whereas deep convection primarily affects the balanced regime in the lower troposphere.
Previous modeling studies noted horizontal IGW propagation rates of between 10 and 15 m/s in the upper
troposphere, consistent with the propagation rate apparent in Figures 3a and 3b (Navarro & Hakim, 2016).
There is little evidence of such propagation in surface rainfall (Figure 3d), suggesting that the upper-level
IGW does not couple with precipitating convection in the lower–midtroposphere in this simulation.

We hypothesize that this upper-level IGW corresponds to the observed diurnal pulse of cloudiness in the TC
canopy of mature Atlantic Hurricanes by Dunion et al. (2014). The propagation rate of 10–15 m/s apparent
in Figure 3 is slightly faster than that in observations (∼5–10 m/s). A potential cause for this discrepancy is
the strong dryness due to artificially enhanced subsidence in the model domain outside of the convective
core (not shown), which is a common characteristic of limited-area RCE simulations (Holloway et al., 2017).
Strong dryness at outer radii could hypothetically impact the IGW propagation rate to the extent that it limits
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the ability of the IGW to couple with clouds and rainfall and hence latent heating. This open question is left
for future investigation.

4. Summary and Conclusions
This study has examined the diurnal cycle of TCs through cloud-permitting numerical simulations con-
ducted in the rotating-RCE framework. We have sought to (1) identify the impact of the diurnal cycle on the
timing of spontaneous tropical cyclogenesis and (2) explain the paradoxical diurnal behavior of anvil clouds
in the cloud canopy of mature TCs, which peak (in height and areal coverage) in the afternoon despite the
primary early-morning peak in rainfall. A miniature ensemble was conducted wherein TOA insolation was
either varied diurnally or fixed to its daily mean. Within this ensemble, the diurnal cycle was found to have
no apparent impact on the timing of spontaneous TC genesis. No past study has examined the nonlinear
impact of the diurnal cycle on TC genesis in this manner, that is, keeping daily-mean insolation fixed as the
control case.

Analysis of the diurnal cycle in a mature TC demonstrates that the afternoon maximum of anvil clouds and
their height is caused by the thermally direct transverse circulation response to strong daytime shortwave
warming in the TC cloud canopy. Since this shortwave warming and the resulting circulation response peaks
near the top of the time-mean transverse circulation, it manifests in a lifting of the maximum height of the
outflow and, in turn, both a lifting and invigoration of the anvil clouds within the TC cloud canopy. This
lifting initially manifests in the inner core of the TC, that is, where clouds are optically the thickest, and
hence where shortwave-cloud warming is the strongest. At radii beyond ∼200 km, this effect propagates
outward at 10–15 m/s in the form of an IGW excited by the upper-level radiative warming. We hypothesize
that this IGW corresponds to the outward-propagating pulse of cloudiness observed in the cloud canopy
of mature hurricanes by Dunion et al. (2014). We found slightly faster radial phase speeds compared to
the observations, however. This discrepancy may owe to strong dryness outside of the TC inner core due
to artificially enhanced subsidence in a limited-area model domain. Future studies should investigate this
possibility.

The results of this study emphasize the measure to which the transverse circulation of TCs dramatically
departs from its daily-averaged in-up-and-out structure. This departure owes its depth-dependent response
to the out-of-phase diurnal cycles of latent heating and shortwave-cloud warming, which cause the over-
turning circulation at low–midlevels to peak overnight, and that in the upper troposphere to peak during
daytime, respectively. These findings add to mounting evidence of such a two-layered diurnal evolution of
overturning circulation in a range of organized deep convective systems, including in axisymmetric simu-
lations (Navarro et al., 2017), nonrotating aggregated deep convection (Ruppert & Hohenegger, 2018), and
the ITCZ (Ciesielski et al., 2018).

The afternoon increase of midlevel convergence associated with the afternoon circulation pattern suggests
that TCs are more susceptible to the detrimental effects of dry-air entrainment, or ventilation, in the after-
noon. The findings of this study also imply that the model prediction of the diurnally varying transverse
circulation may be sensitive to the physical parameterizations of radiation and microphysics, as well as ver-
tical grid spacing to the measure that it impacts the representation of the outflow, anvil clouds, and their
radiative forcing. Future studies should be conducted to quantify these sensitivities.
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